Thursday, 21 June 2007

**Workshop Registration** open from 9 am until 4 pm  {Yerby Conference Center}

3:00 - 3:45 pm  Optional tours of  **Barnard Observatory**

4:00 - 5:30 pm  **Opening Session & First Keynote Address** {Barnard Observatory}

**Thomas MARSHALL** (Chair, SICU2 Organizing Committee) and  
**Richard KREMER** (Chair, SICU2 Steering Committee)

**First Keynote Speaker: Marta LOURENÇO** (University of Lisbon)

"UNIVERSITY COLLECTIONS IN EUROPE: WHERE WE HAVE COME FROM AND WHERE WE ARE GOING"

6:00 pm - ~  **Reception & Opening Dinner**  {Memory House; University Museum}

Including “THE BARLOW PLANETARIUM” by Jamie Day (Transylvania University) and  
a visit to the store room of the Millington-Barnard Collection of Physics Demonstration Apparatus.

Friday, 22 June 2007  {all events in Yerby Conference Center unless noted}

7:30 - 8:15 am  Optional tour of  **the Lyceum**

8:30 - 10:00 am  **Session A : Scholarly Significance of Collections**

David PANTALONY (session chair and discussion leader)  
presentations by: T. Cocquyt, M. Reiner, L. Nasser, Y. Zik, A. Sperath

10:15 - 11:30 am  **Session B: Scholarly Themes and Challenges**

Richard KREMER (session chair and discussion leader)  
presentations by: M. Pereira, G. Buskes, D. Pantalony, P. Kidwell

11:45 - 12:45 pm  **Lunch & Poster Session**  {Butler Auditorium}

presentations by: D. Bernard, M. Stolzenburg

1:00 - 2:15 pm  **Session C : Collection Development Strategies and Successes**

Maribeth STOLZENBURG (session chair and discussion leader)  
presentations by: M. Granato, M. Azcárate, M. Monteiro, S. Case

2:30 - 3:45 pm  **Session D : Collection Management Issues**

Steven TURNER (session chair and discussion leader)  
presentations by: R. Kremer, R. DiVernieri, T. Greenslade, R. Paselk

4:00 - 5:15 pm  **Session E : Collection Development Strategies and Successes**

Albert SPERATH (session chair and discussion leader)  
presentations by: M. Mills, D. Baker, H. Gundlach, J.W. Huisman

7:00 pm - ~  **Workshop Dinner**  {Johnson Commons Ballroom}

Including “SCIENCE EDUCATION WITH HISTORIC INSTRUMENTS: A CALL FOR ACTION” Thomas Marshall, Maribeth Stolzenburg, and Steven Turner

~ 8:30 pm  Optional Astronomy observing and tour of  **Kennon Observatory**
Saturday, 23 June 2007

7:30 - 8:15 am  Optional tours of the Demonstration Apparatus exhibit in Lewis Hall

8:30 - 9:15 am  Second Keynote Address
Frank WINKLER and Kenneth Pohlman (Middlebury College)
“HISTORIC INSTRUMENTS AS A RESOURCE IN UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING”

9:30 - 11:00 am  Session F: Educational Significance of Collections.
Thomas MARSHALL (session chair and discussion leader)
presentations by: S. Andersson, S. Rookis, R. Wittje, S. Turner, S. Madewell

11:15 - 12:30 pm  Session G: Collection Use Strategies.
Jamie DAY (session chair and discussion leader)
presentations by: J.W. Huisman, A. Kwan, E. Cavicchi, M. Hamilton

12:45 - 1:45 pm  Lunch & Poster Session  {Butler Auditorium}
presentations by: D. Bernard, T. Marshall

1:45 - 3:15 pm  Session H: Educating the Public with Collections.
Steven TURNER (session chair and discussion leader)

3:30 - 4:15 pm  Third Keynote Address
Paolo BRENNI (Fondazione Scienza e Tecnica, & Istituto e Museo di Storia della Scienza)
“DUSTY RELICS OR SPEAKING WITNESSES OF THE PAST? THE POSSIBLE USES OF UNIVERSITY COLLECTIONS”

4:30 - 5:00 pm  ‘Next-Steps’ Discussion
WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR THE SICU COMMUNITY?
David PANTALONY, discussion leader.

6:30 - 7 pm  Optional tours of Rowan Oak, including the interior of William Faulkner’s home.

7:00 pm ~  Closing Dinner  {Rowan Oak}

Sunday, 24 June 2007

Shuttle buses to Memphis Airport at scheduled times.

9:00 am - 5:30 pm  Optional Sunday Excursion to the RiverPark Museum in Tunica, Mississippi (Part 1) and to The Cotton Museum and The Memphis Rock ’N Soul Museum in downtown Memphis, Tennessee (Part 2). The Sunday Excursion ends at the Memphis Airport.